that the world may be becoming more global and digital, but also the digital world illustrates new spatial modes. She argues that the embeddedness and interconnection of the digital with actual physical spaces, as well as the inevitable re-scalings of urbanism are the current issues in need of discussion.'
In Sassen's argument, the virtual connotes the digital and the actual demarcates physical structures (airports, buildings, lands, infrastructure) . Rather than the digital connotation of \irtuality, this essay will discuss a new category of unconventional spatial formats as a new form of virtuality. Invented by the organizational and political imagination of various global agents, these spatial formats are the corollary to the necessary exploration of un-e.xposable or un-exploited space of the earth. They survive by \irtual qualities, but compose actual architectures and form virtual achialities. Their virtuality is not digital but political. They are modes of inscription or coding where space has become a volatile vacancy.
The resource activities (explorations for fossil fuels on the North Sea) are an eccentric exploration event over the sea's surface whose process oscillates between the acts of inscription, appropriation, de-appropriation and re-appropriation. The resource conflict, the general disputes over fossil fuels, of the sixties concluded with the re-conquering of the sea as a resource terrain. One of those conquered terrains was the North Sea, which affected and was in turn affected by several urban and political conditions.
Incription_l: Survey
After the initial discoveries of fossil fuels in the si.xties, the North Sea became an unexplored seismic survey area. Seismic survey is a technique that searches the underground layers of the earth by sending sound waves through them. Seismic sur-vey lines were the first modes of inscription over the sea surface, deployed along the regular routes of the seismic survey ships that scanned the sea. The survey lines, as modes of inscription, coded and recoded the sea according to technological advances and politically charged resource activities in the world. While the distance between the survey lines changed one-and-a-half to six-and-a-half miles depending on the acquisition of the data, the stratum between the lines were all unknown territories whose geological structure had to be spatialized. Over time, to make the geological data more accurate, these lines began to converge by defining and redefining different spatial lapses. (Figure i) Inscriptions and spatial codings territorialized the sea, which would then be de-territorialized and re-territorialized by other global resource activities.
Inscription_2: Maritime Boundaries
Striations and inscriptions on the North Sea virtually correct and materialize various theoretical contemplations.-Different levels of inscriptions not only striated the North Sea but also prompted, and were prompted by, various political activities and constitutions. That is, as well as the physical terrain of the sea, wider landscapes were also the sites of activity. The determination of the Continental Shelf among the North Sea countries was the second level of inscription in the process of exploration.
In Roman Law. only occupation of the seabed would yield ownership of the land. The sea and the subsoil were then considered as i-es nullius, a legal term used to describe physical things "which have not or have never had an owner," or a category of "things that have not been reduced to property."' Although the subsoil could also be privately owned by effective occupation, some high authorities accepted the subsoil as res nullius but were considering the seabed as res omnium communis, "the property status of such a thing that cannot be appropriated, and is common to all."''
The law of the Continental Shelf was a phenomenon explored in the twentieth centuiy by conquering the sea as a resource area. Since the seventeenth century, "territorial waters" had In 1958. the International Law Commission of the United Nations held the first Conference on the Law of the Sea.'-The conference adopted the Convention on the Continental Shelf during the Geneva Convention, which gave each coastal state exclusive right over its own continental shelf "for the purpose of ex^jloring it and exploiting its natural resources."" This Convention provided the first internationally accepted definition of the term "Continental Shelf" as "All the seabed and the subsoil of the submarine areas adjacent to the coast but outside the territorial waters to a depth of two hundred meters, or beyond that limit to where the depth of the superjacent waters still permits ex-ploitation of natural resources in such areas. "T he Geneva Convention also proposed that a median line formula would be applied to international waters that were less than two hundred meters deep. Since the seabed of the North Sea constitutes a continental shelf with a depth of less than two hundred meters, the boundaries between Norway, LTnited Kingdom and the Netherlands were established in 1964. The delimitations between Germany and Denmark were announced in 1971, after years of negotiations.
Inscription_3: Appropriation
After the states claimed the sea, the nex-t step was the licensing of each country's continental shelf: the appropriation of the sea. Here I use the word appropriation by referring to both connotations: "property" and "propriety" -where the latter en-compasses the need for an appropriate organization of the sea.
Through legislation, the seabed and soil constituted a new form of state property, operated by both state and transnational corporations.
As large parcels of American land had been appropriated by the grid system, the North Sea also applied the grid for licensing oil and gas fields. The system of legislation was, as in properties on the land, a means of control and subdivision. The subdivided territories were named in the smallest unit of property on the sea, the "block." Exploitation occurred only on the parcels that contained resources, that is, the system of appropriation was that of regulating vermiform oil and gas fields.
In 1962, two years before the Continental Shelf legislations of the North Sea, many oil companies had already conducted surveys in its international waters, where governments had no legal means of regulating their activities. The nations surrounding the North Sea were completeh' unprepared to give quick answers to the complex legal and political questions raised. The landscape required a new set of organizations. After resolving questions such as, "What are the boundaries of the nation's continental shelf?" and "Whose property was the strata that lay on or under the nation's continental shelf?" "Under what conditions would exploration and production rights be established?" was the next question faced.
A common feature of the licensing systems in all of the countries of the North Sea was the approval of numbered one-degree quadrants (one degree north-south and one degree eastwest), though the number of blocks per quadrant differed." For instance, in Norwegian waters each quadrant was subdivided to twelve blocks and in the UK, it was thiitv. While offshore oil companies demanded larger blocks that would allow the maximum freedom to explore, state committees were more inclined to keep the size of the blocks relatively small. Although the striation of the sea through blocks was the same process for all countries, the size of the blocks each illustrated each coun-tr>-'s own legislation s>stem. The North Sea became one intact organizational space uith these discrete proto-organizational systems and identities.
The elastic forms of the oil and gas field boundaries necessitated elastic striations on the North Sea. The term elasticity here refers to both to the changing organizational status of the properties on the North Sea and the adaptation of the striation or block system to the irregular forms of the resource fields.
PRODUCTION PLATFORMS
OILS GAS FIELDS LICENSED BLOCKS Therefore, the jaxtaposition of the boundaries of the oilfields v\ith the Cartesian grid block system, created the sea as a three dimensional entity of virtual boundaries, consisting of the grid system, the Continental Shelf boundaries, and the complex resource field margins concluded with unconventional systems (Figure 2 ). Because of the complex nature of the geological stratification, the rectangular block margins did not indicate a direct three-dimensional prism extending down to the oilfields, "keeping the in line or proper" was difficult. Thus, the so-called platform injectors extended down through the reservoirs within the limits of the inscribed grid strata.'" The organizational status of the properties displayed elastic inscriptions on the sea reflecting new oil and gas discoveries. Appropriations and inscriptions coded and re-coded the same area with changes. The dvTiamic distribution of blocks o\er time can be read as a history of virtual actuality. (Figure 3) Inscription_4: New City After each area on the sea was appropriated to blocks, the oil platforms or what I would call "delirious" resource cities started to invade the North Sea waters. With accommodation for about two thousand workers, sport centers and other facilities, oil platforms were the new cities of the North Sea. The abundance of physical evidence inherent in the site embodies a latent manifesto of political and social inscriptions."
These infrastructural network systems were also expanding through land to different continents. Although the sea was subdivided through several systems such as Continental Boundaries and blocks as discussed above, the organizational systems of the oil platforms and pipeline infrastructures exposed a latent urbanism that extended the boundaries of the North Sea.
This New North Sea City had unconventional rules, being not only an international platform for the offshore countries surrounding the sea but also a hub within an international pipeline network. The story of this new city was far different than that of a city settlement on the land. The platforms were settled on the fields within their allocated properties, the platforms were linked to each other and the landscape of resource activity inserted itself into a worldwide organizational system. ( 
